
P R O J E C T
P I T S T O P

A @KeshuYee x AC initiative
Photo by Kevin Schmid // @lighttouchedphotography

A STAY AT HOME ACTIVITY PACK FOR
CREATIVE CONTEMPLATION



PitStop refers to a
temporary rest, in a car
race or long journey to
attend to hunger, fatigue
or call of nature

Why Pitstop?
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WHY ART MAKING/MAKING
ART IS IMPORTANT NOW?

Coronavirus has stopped all of us in our tracks. 

Worldwide. 

 

A different reality confronts us; those who

stay@home, those who run essential services,

those on the front-line saving lives, those

fighting for their lives. As routines are

interrupted and new ways of being are thrust

upon us, could we use it as an opportunity to

rethink how we live our lives?

 

Creativity is a force, an energy we can harness

as it is within each and everyone of us.  It is with

this hope, that the activities for creative

contemplation is presented, for everyone to use

in these strange times of the pandemic as a

springboard for the time ahead.
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"Every work of art is
a child of its time."
WASSILY KANDINSKY



How to use
Part 1Please adopt any

number of activities
in any order to try
out!

We would love to see
your artistic output
from this activity
pack in any form!

Create with yourself,
or with others, at any
time of the day!

?
Please do share
them with us :)
@ArtistsCaravan #Socialsculpture
#StayAtHomeActivityPackDone
ArtistsCaravan@gmail.com

https://www.instagram.com/artistscaravan/?hl=en
http://gmail.com/


CHATBOX
To start a dialogue is key.

“We do not learn from experience... we

learn from reflecting on experience.”

― John Dewey

 

Art as entry points to ignite these

contemplation for possible change.

VARIATIONS 
The elephant has many parts! Do it the way the

you can and you want to!

 

The kit offers you the "elephant" and some

suggestions.
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Activities
begin . . .
 

Don't hold back.
Just be. 



Let’s start from the
very beginning…

Write the first word (noun, adjective,
adverb, whatever) that comes to mind
as you create your own ABC list.  Give
yourself 5-8 minutes for this activity. 
It is not a RACE, but limiting the time
reduces your reasoning and allows
you to stay with the spontaneous
thought.  
 
Ready…… Steady…… GO!01
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A...
B...
C...
D..
E...
F...
G...

V...
W...
X...
Y..
Z...
 

H...
I...
J...
K..
L...
M...
N...

O...
P...
Q...
R..
S...
T...
V...

Ready 
.

 Steady
.

 GO
!



VARIATIONS
Try it a second time with shorter or longer time

and phrases.

CHATBOX
An exercise in ordering spontaneity!  This helps

in free association of words, ideas and thoughts.

 What have you noticed from your collection of

words? 

Are you surprised by any particular ones? 

Could you group certain words together?
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Its in our hands!
Grab a pencil or pen and trace your hands, in

any position. (Balled Fist, Palm up etc)

Add any amount of details like nails, joints, wrinkles

etc. Try using your non-dominant hand to draw too!
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Its in our hands!
Grab a penil or pen and trace your hands, in

any position. (Balled Fist, Palm up etc)

Add any amount of details like nails, joints, wrinkles

etc. Try using your non-dominant hand to draw too!

CHATBOX
Using your sketch as a boundary, are there

words (from activity 1) that you would place in

your hand or outside your hand?  

 

Its in our hands after all..... Or is it?

 

Could that relate to ideas of what we may be

able to control and what is outside our control ?

VARIATIONS
Try using a different coloured marker to

add details changing your hand sketch into

something else!

 

For example, could you make a music video of

your hands dancing with soap and water  doing

the latest washing routine?



Room with a
View

A window in your room, looks over a

magnificent view you would love to wake

up to.  What would that be?

 

Make that view as a collage from

magazines, old postcards and

photographs or brochures.  It might be a

landscape with or without people. 03
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VARIATIONS
Try using different materials to make your

scene.  It could be food packaging or Lego

bricks.

 

Try photographing your ‘window view’ from

different angles.

CHATBOX
Was it difficult to imagine a scene? 

Facing a blank space can be daunting.

 

Was it a place you have been to, or

perhaps like

to go, or something from a dream? 

 

Does the presence of people, or the lack

of, refer to how quiet or loud you might

like your environment to be right now?
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AtCHOooooooo!
Firstly: Number your dots in any order

sequentially.

Secondly: Only connect the odd or

even numbers.

Finally: What image emerges ?

04
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CHATBOX
Are the dots random or haphazard?

What might your dots represent? 

What would your lines represent? 

What could it mean for different people?

A game? A plan? A map?

VARIATIONS
You could try using a coloured pen.  

Find interesting shapes that emerged

from the lines and colour them in.

Designate a START and END dot (far

apart)

Navigate the spaces between, avoiding

the dots to play as a maze.



1. Line up a string of chairs or stools for as many

people in the game.

2.  All chairs facing in the same direction, so one can

only see the back of the person in front. 

3.  Person in the first seat is the designated driver and

give clues about the destination that everyone else

has to guess.

4.  Everyone takes a turn being the driver by shifting

up once.

Best played with multiple individuals in the

same household.
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Game - Mystery
Shuttle
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CHATBOX
Does everyone have a coherent

collective memory of the same trip? ( if

the variation was played)

 

If not, how different? Why do you that is

so?

VARIATIONS
Write down memorable trips as a family

on slips of paper.  Let the last in line pick

a slip at random and provide clues of the

destination by describing memorable

events from the trip.

 

Eg. XXX got carsick many times ...

Driver and other passengers have to

guess the

destination.
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PPE
PPE - Personal Protective Equipment

On the medical front-line, PPE maybe the only barrier

between the virus and falling sick.

This is their modern day Armour.

 

In your own life, what makes up your Armour for everyday

life? Especially towards things you are averse to.  

Could you draw it?

Some examples might be (Make-up? A special outfit? A

shrug?  A wry smile?)
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CHATBOX
When were the times you felt you

needed that PPE, that armour?

Have you forgotten you had that

"armour" on?

Could there be an armour you would

rather have and not mind having on

forever?

VARIATIONS
What do you have in your recycling

basket? Can you make a PPE from the

items?

 

Take a photo/video of your DIY

PPE and maybe write an instruction kit on

how to use.
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examples
PPE may be the new norm!?

@aliensofmanila

06

https://www.instagram.com/aliensofmanila/?hl=en


Balance /
Collapse

Pick 6-8 everyday objects from any one

room in a range of sizes and shapes.

Stack them up in any manner as long as

you can balance them.

 

Document the resulting sculpture you

have created! (in picture or words) 07



CHATBOX
Balance is a stability skill, essential to all

we do.  At various points in life, we are

challenged to balance many things 

 which may all seem connected or not at

all.

VARIATIONS
Create a sculpture in each area of the

house using items from either the same

or different areas of the house. 

 

Mixing up various shape, volume and

mass of objects diversified your

balancing skill and adaptability.
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(for things we do not usually think about)

Being grateful



Thank you Carona 
 
 
For giving me.....
 
For reminding me.....
 
For teaching me .....
 
For helping me.....
 
For taking me to .....08



Fill in the blanks
POETRY... 

With any number of

words or phrases.
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O ____________!
How you have been missed!
I  _______________  to imagine life _____________ you
And yet it has been ________________
 
 The ________________ slowly slowly _____________
Creeping like ____________________ behind
Feeling like ______________________ 
That I had not _____________________before
  
The __________________rushes rushes _____________
Dashing __________________ ahead
Giving a___________________
That I had__________________ after 
 
Was it ever_______________
May we never __________________

09
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CHATBOX
Don’t worry about what it means.  Play

with words and sounds.  Some of the

best poems are nonsensical but the

experience of thinking and writing

provides some fun!

VARIATIONS
Send it to others to complete and read

the results together! 

 

Read it aloud, softly in your head or

record it with a rhythm!



Make an ‘Otherfie’ or
Selfie (Make a Portrait)

Get together with another member of the

household and arrange a comfortable seat. 

Decide what materials you need to make a picture

of them or yourself.  

Use a mirror if you are drawing yourself.  Set the

clock for 10 minutes and GO!

Now switch places ; another 10 minutes for your

portrait and share a reveal of the portraits after

that!

10
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CHATBOX
Setting a time allows you to aim to finish

the task rather than hesitate and wonder

whether what you drew or made was

‘nice’.  

 

What was the experience of looking

closely at another face (or your own)

like? 

 

What was the experience of trying to sit

still as a model or being so intensely

looked at like?

VARIATIONS
You could use 3 dimensional objects to

cobble a portrait together too. 

Experiment with different things.  Could

you make a self portrait out of your

favorite snacks?

Could the plate be your canvas?  Or the

dining table? 

Try different poses.  Do portraits always

have to feature a face?

10
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Could we plant our own happiness?

Planting
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CHATBOX
Houseplants are a way to bring the

outside in.  Its often constrained by our

space and time for taking care of it.  Go

wild here to your hearts desire.  “Plant” a

forest in the hanging basket.

VARIATIONS
What other containers could you

use?

 

What shapes could you use? A

box, an old shoe, an old teapot?

 

“Arrange” the same plants

differently?
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This exercise is inspired from
the Buddhist tradition of
Loving Kindness Meditation. 
 
Artwork: Greendots Silkscreen
on graph paper by
@Ong.XiaoYun

Example

Starting from, the centre
1. Choose any dot. Starting from yourself.
In your mind, wish yourself well, safe, healthy and
happiness. 
 
2. Connect to another dot by joining them together.
When joining 2 dots together in your mind, think of a
family member/ friend near or far/ acquaintance/
someone whom had served you/ colleagues/
strangers/ anyone/ people you read on news/ your
house/ district/ country/ the world wish them well,
safe, healthy and happiness.
3. You can decorate the dots when you want to stop.

Mental connections

https://www.instagram.com/xiaoyun.ong/?hl=en
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100 word story
about . . .

1. Print this image on the left, fold and glue it, then you will get a cube. 

2. Have some writing/typing/recording medium ready. 

3. Flip the cube. When it lands, with the image on the face, facing upwards, look at

the drawing as cue for your thoughts, spend 1- 2 minutes coming up with a short tale

responding to that image cue. Record these tales of course!

4.Take turns to flip the cube and tell the tale, and pass the cube and the tale telling to

the next person.

5.After collecting at least 6 tales, put them in 1 cohesive 100 word story that make

sense to all of you contributors!  

6.Instead of words/writing/text, you can choose to do a drawing/storyboard/comic.

Because we are all trying to make sense of the world and our place/s in it.
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Illustrations on cube by @joey.spl

https://www.instagram.com/joey.spl/?hl=en


CHATBOX
Did you come up with different 

characters randomly or were they real

people from your life?

Or maybe did the characters on the

cube all represent you in different

states of mind?

Life like the throw of a dice - is it

random or fated?

Was you 100 word for you or

someone else?

 

 

 

JOEY'S DIALOGUE
We all want to solve other peoples’ problems

and help save the world. But maybe we need

saving too. I find myself at a lost, catching a

frown, and becoming aware that the frowning

face is a new norm for awhile now – a smile

was a rear occurrence more and more. Some

form of logic and self-perseverance forbids me

to know why and how to help myself. I devised

this Cube-cue-story-telling approach. Because

sometimes its easier to talk about ourselves

through an avatar’s life. Maybe in making sense

of the images, we will excavate something vital

to ourselves (or others).
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Epilogue

SO WHY HAVE WE MADE THIS ACTIVITY PACK?
As we referenced in the introduction, creativity is a fundamental human trait we

all have. Just as caveman have found means to record and reflect their

surroundings, we believe the experience of art-making offers more than just the

product at the end of it. Especially during these very uncertain times, it can offer

an opportunity for new, if not other perspectives.

 

We hope you have found them a meaningful way to pass some time. It is likely

not to illicit any big  “ah-HA!” Moments, but should you have found any interesting

insight, do share them with us, as we are all fellow travelers in the journey of life. 

 

Stay kind to ourselves and others,

With hope and love,

 

AC x Keshu Y.
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An artist collective based in Singapore. They

are creators of "social sculpture" - a term

coined by Joseph Beuys. This project was

borne out from conversations while

preparing for Genetic Landscape 01, a zine

that is currently in production to be

launched in 2020. 

 

www.facebook.com/artistscaravansg

Instagram @ArtistsCaravan KESHU YEE
A conceptual dabbler whose interest in creativity, mental

health and sociology is welded in her processes. She has

been greatly supported by AC in the production of this

activity pack. Like the rest of her family and friends in

Singapore and other countries, she is in lock-down in the

UK where she is thinking about a little girl who used to

attend swimming classes with her child, whose father

passed away from Covid19 and mother is hospitalized with

symptoms. The project is also inspired by “Art is where the

Home is”.
Photo by Kevin Schmid // @lighttouchedphotography

https://www.instagram.com/artistscaravan/?hl=en
https://firstsite.uk/art-is-where-the-home-is/


"We are all
chroniclers of our

time"
@Joey.spl

https://www.instagram.com/joey.spl/?hl=en
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